‘The illustrations are the highlight of the book, with a keen sense of composition, accuracy and shade ... a visually stunning book.’ R.M. Williams OUTBACK Magazine

‘... more than 100 exquisite illustrations from seven of Australia’s leading botanical artists.’ Australian Geographic

‘... a very valuable document and testimony to the continued vitality of botanical art in Australia.’ Australian Gardening History

‘This is a simply stunning book that surpasses mere botanical appeal.’ Gardening Australia

ABOUT THE BOOK
Seven leading botanical artists are brought together for the first time in this beautifully illustrated book. Author Janda Gooding shares the stories behind each artist’s illustrations and reveals a rich and diverse record of Western Australia’s unique flora, fauna and fungi.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & ARTISTS
Janda Gooding has an extensive professional background as a Curator of artworks in leading Australian Galleries. Each artist is recognized as amongst the best botanic artists in the country. Their distinctive styles are popular with a wide ranging readership.

KEY POINTS
• A beautifully presented hard cover gift book edition featuring the best of Australia’s wildflowers.
• The artists are a part of the Botanical Artists Group who have been collaborating on exhibitions for around 17 years.
• Features a foreword by Dr Stephen Hopper is the Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens in Kew, London.
• New paperback edition of a popular and enduring title.